SmartIS®
The Prescription for Success

US Health Insurer finds Pain Relief with SmartIS
“Over the years, our resources have grown “thin”, and
keeping the most relevant information up-to-date has
been a challenge for us.”

Pennsylvania
A major US Health Insurer upgraded their homegrown internal cross-reference/inventory system with
SmartIS from SEGUS Inc.

Most companies today experience a similar dilemma
when trying to maintain effective meta-data about
the systems in their data center. SmartIS allows companies to build a comprehensive data repository,
providing fast information about all systems within
the enterprise.

The reason for the change, was to update an aging
solution that no longer met the organization’s needs,
or could be maintained effectively. Keeping the old
system up-to-date was consuming more and more
time and expense.

SmartIS allows all information, such as, JCL, SMF, Job
Scheduler, Source Code, DB2, IMS , DISK/TAPE Management—and much more—to be scanned and stored
in a DB2 repository. Even though these data sources
may be from systems developed by separate vendors,
SmartIS reads these and correlates the information.

“With the continual upgrades to our z/OS systems, as
well as our own application base, our in-house system
was not viable any longer” the head systems engineer
stated.
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One Remedy for All

”...our users have
given positive feedback on being able
to check items we
have never tracked
before or were inconsistent.”

Diverse groups such as Application Developers, Production Control and Scheduling, Operations, etc.
can view the data, and the relationships between
the separate data sources.
All data remains current—and accurate—so users
can be confident when researching items, whether
this is for a major project or simply to double-check
items on a daily basis.
“SmartIS has greatly shortened our project durations by eliminating much of the old-fashioned
and slow research that was provided by our former
tool.”

SmartIS Client

“In addition, our users have given positive feedback
on being able to check items we have never tracked
before or were inconsistent.”
SmartIS is an open system that allows companies
to form their own solutions and add them to the
database—thus giving a truly comprehensive view
of the enterprise assets.
For more detailed information:
www.segus.com/SmartIS
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